
Green Group Kindergarten , Weekly Reflection 

Term 3, Week 2, July 19th and 21st ,2022. 

Welcome Back to Term 3. WEEK 2.  

This week we celebrated two birthdays– Kaya and Sebastian born on the same day and both turning five years old.  Happy Day to you 

both and thankyou for the cupcakes! We continued to discuss our safety hand with five SAFE people  we trust  in our community and we 

can go to or ask for help if need.  

We are very interested in Space and the solar system. We found out Pluto is not included in our 8 planets of the solar system anymore but 

is referred to as a dwarf planet.  We begun our drawings  with the Sun– using prompts and paste we began our own  reveal of the Sun—

It’s shape, colour and rays filtering out, maybe even a smiley face !! 

We had some recycled white blocks and asked some children to try and construct a Rocket ship or plane using only their hands and spatial 

concepts . Jessica  who was once a Flight attendant shared her wonderful book of photos of how things look from inside the plane looking 

out. Jessica has visited many places. We dressed up in an Indian Sari. Just like the book we read , to learn more about other cultures in our 

beautiful world. It was amazing and we learnt a lot about flying, too.  

We began to test ourselves with the OPPOSITE book and we were very intuitive ,looking at the visuals and predicting what the opposite 

word was while trying to sound out the first letter.  

WORD WALL-  We have  SAFE ,STOP , and we added SOLAR System and SUN  this week.  

The children helped set up a new Fairy garden outside and the large rocket ship was also placed near the scales for imaginative play. It was 

a sunny day and we had lunch outside with our peers. This week we announced OUR ADOPTION of the PUPPY and PENGUIN.  Louis and 

Lennox were the first two caretakers to be responsible for the young animals and we can’t wait for their show and tell next week.  Please 

take good care of our furry friends.  

Lastly we began thinking about our Dads and how we would describe them. We will begin our special gift for them next week and we hope 

they will like it. Til then Au Revoir .  

Links to the National Quality Framework Area 1 .Educational Program and Practice and TRCC Philosophy .  


